Even if those who obey the function (B) select cooperation, they get back to defection more easily than those who obey function (A).
C Supplementary Fig. S4 ).
Models are estimated by GLMM, incorporating random effects for sessions. The column is filled with light gray when its p-value by a likelihood ratio test is > 0.1 (N=10

Experimental results of all rewiring rates
Supplementary Figure S3 shows the fraction of cooperators by round and for all nine rewiring rates. Every average level of cooperation starts at a similar initial value of approximately 65%. Comparing the average with the initial value, variations of the cooperation level for sessions with rewiring rates 70%, 80% and 90% are within one standard deviation, which means cooperation is roughly maintained at those rewiring rates. In order to understand the results more precisely, we perform statistical analysis of the slope of the change in the level of cooperation across rewiring rate in Supplementary
Methods.
Supplementary Figure S4 shows the network density by round and for different rewiring rates. The network density  calculated with the following equation ,
where m is the number of connected links, M is the maximum possible number of links, c is the average degree (i.e., the number of neighbors) and n is the total number of nodes (network size). Here, the density is the average degree normalized by the maximum possible degree. Network densities converge to roughly the same level, after increasing at a speed related to the rewiring rate. The greater the rewiring rate, the more rapid the convergence to a stable density. For comparison, the orange lines in Supplementary Fig.   S4 are the expectation values resulting from unbiased social tie updating: If the subjects in the network made random decisions to make or break a link, the probability would become one half for each rewiring opportunity they had. That is, the number of connected links at the round t is given by
where w is the rewiring rate. Applying equation (S2) to equation (S1), the density at the round t is
) .
The orange line is the plot of equation (S3). Comparing the average values to the orange lines, we see that subjects are more likely to choose to connect with each other than the random base case. They selectively connect to others depending on the strategy as shown in Fig. 3 . The time to the stable state is determined jointly by the initial value and the rewiring rate. We show the statistical analysis of the density change in Supplementary Methods.
We examined degree centrality and eigenvector centrality at the last-round play across the rewiring rates, according to whether the individuals are cooperators or defectors ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Degree centrality is degree normalized by dividing by the maximum possible degree n-1, which means applying the density calculation (S1) to each subject. Eigenvector centrality is a maximum eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix that represents the connection among the nodes. Unlike degree centrality, the values are calculated with the whole pattern of the network structure. In the experiment, those who select cooperation are in much more central positions (on both measures of centrality)
than those who select defection only at the 70, 80, and 90% re-wiring rates. That is, the intermediate rewiring rates allow cooperators to maintain a central position.
Details of the arms race of attachment and detachment
In the main text, we showed how curvilinear relationship between cooperation and rewiring rates results from the arms race of attaching and detaching between cooperators and defectors (Fig. 4) . We describe the details of our analysis in this section.
Supplementary Figure S7 shows the number of connected pairs and unconnected pairs (A), the opportunities for cooperators to detach from defectors and that for defectors to attach to cooperators (B), and the ratio of detachment and attachment rates of CD links (C) -by round and for different rewiring rates. Fig. 4 is obtained by calculating the ratio of detachment to attachment rates in Supplementary Fig. S7 (C). As already described in the main text, only intermediate rewiring rates lead to more detachments than attachments of CD pairs. This causes the peak of cooperation across the rewiring rates.
The number of the detachments y detach and the attachments y attach ( Supplementary Fig. S7 (C)) is proportional to the opportunities x detach and x attach ( Supplementary Fig. S7 (B) ) as ,
,
where ( ) is the probability of the sender S 1 detaching (or attaching) the receiver S 2 , which is shown in Fig. 3 . Cooperators sometimes attach to, or fail to detach from defectors ( = 0.32, = 0.69 at the stable state), whereas defectors almost always exploit the rewiring opportunity to attach to cooperators ( = 0.84, = 0.06 at the stable state). Thus, the number of detachments becomes closer to that of attachments in the dynamic network. The behavioral difference of cooperators and defectors allows defectors to exploit cooperators even when cooperators have more opportunities to detach from them than defectors have to attach to cooperators (for example, at the 50% rewiring rate).
The opportunities of detaching or attaching are given by and (S6)
where CD  is the fraction of connected CD pairs, M CD is the number of maximum possible CD pairs and w is the rewiring rate. The difference of the number of connected and unconnected CD pairs ( Supplementary Fig. S7 (A) ) determines the opportunities of detaching and attaching ( Supplementary Fig. S7 (B) ). At low rewiring rates (e.g. 5%), subjects have more opportunities to attach to each other than detach because of the slow update of social ties. At intermediate rewiring rates (e.g. 70%), there is a distinctive difference of the number of connected and unconnected CD pairs after the first-round play. At very high rewiring rates (e.g. 100%), cooperators break the connections with defectors swiftly in response to too much attachment by defectors at the first round. But, after a few rounds, cooperators run short of the opportunity to cut links, whereas defectors keep attaching to them. Thus, cooperation cannot be maintained in this case since cooperators cannot sufficiently shun defectors. Supplementary Figure S8 shows that the difference between the arms race of attachment and detachment (shown in Supplementary Fig. S7 (C) ) is statistically significant across the rewiring rates. Only for the 70-90% rewiring rates does detachment outpace attachment throughout the game.
